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DIVIDEND APPORTIONMENT 

AND RELATED STOCK RIGHTS 

The questions relevant 'to app'o.l'tionment of dividends are 

some of the mos~ technical in the field.of fiduciary administration. 

The ' origins ?f: the theories are anc:ltent ,and the probl.~m has been 

compounded by the fact th'at ther~ is' no consensus as ,to proper 

treatment. As the life interests bene~ited by a trust are necessarily 

in direct conflict with the remainder interests, the area is ' at . . . 
best a pitfall to all, trustees, whet~er careful or indifferent; 

At the outset the follQwing may be instr~c~ive, for it represents 

a , common judici~l attitupe: 

, "This case is merely an eviden~e of the interminable 
struggle between life :tenants and remaindermen, intact 
value and income, the primary ob j ects of the testators' 
bounty and those of remoter interests. Judicial opinion 
may cause struggle to' hesitate, but as long as trusts 

, ' continue, these ,quar'rels will .. not end. The legal minCl 
striking at an expression here and there in judicial 
decisions will find some new phase to perplex and 
disturb. We thought that In re Waterhouse's Estate 
' ••• would put an end to our di'fficulties; but such 
a result was more expectauion than realization •••• " 
Kephart, ' Just'ice, w~ting for the' majority;: In re 
Operman's Estate, 179 A. 729. 

The need for dividend apportionment arises when successive 

interests are provided for under the terms of the same trust. 
; : 

Ordinarily, this ~kes the form of a trust with an income live 
, , ; 

beneficiary, with provisions for remaindermen, though ~ trust with 



successive life beneficiaries can raise apportionment llroblems. " It 

should be' noted that not , every dividend is apportiona.bl,, ', The time 

of, the declar'ation of the dividend in relation to 'the time the trustee 

receives the corpus;lor the t 'ime of l the declaration iii relation to ' 

an 'event terminating , a prio'r interest2 gives rise, in some' instances 
\ 

to apportionment problems. Additionally, the type ' of dividend re-" '; 

',ceived gives ri~e to apport,ionment, duties at :times,3 but' it : should" 
" , 

,be kept in mind, that as a general; rule, 'dividendS r'ec~lved i'n 'the 

usual ' course of 'trust adminl.stration are non apportionable ' income 

', items; 4 ' 

THEORY OF DIVIDEND TREATMENT 

As rents, " interest\ and ,annuity pavments are ap\lorti,onable 

generally,S the t~eatment 'Of di V'iden~s as pure income and therefore . ' 

non apportionable is the subject 'of volumes of litigation, statutory 

'enactments, and critical commen tary, The foundation for this treat - . 

,ment," a 's with interest, r.4imts',and annuities is said to rest in: 

"(1) The established legal theories regarding 
different types of income, and, (2') the presumed 
or probable intent of the settlor as ' to the 
destination of the disputed item, in light ~f 
accrual theories." 6 

Wh,ereas interest, rents, and annuities accrue on a day to day 

,basis,7 dividends ,'accrue only by action of the directors of the 

corporation. ' It 'is 'on this basis that' the courts have distinguished 

div-idends ' from' :lricome items like 'rent and interest, and have held 
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gene r ally that dividend payments are to be credited 'to the income 

' beneficia~y.8 

Another factor cited in favor of the general rule is that a 

stockholder, whether a trustee or otherwise, has no power to compel 

a distribution of corporate ,prof'its. 9 Bond, note, or rent payments 

accrue because of ~ontractual obligations, on a day to day basis and 

are referrable to a fixed interval. ' U'pon default, the trustee can 

force payment or seek other appropriate legal redress. I ,But a . corpo,. 
; , 

ration failing to pay a divide~d, of course, receives different 

treatment. The stockholder ' has no contract 'he may t~rn to to compel , . 
payment. This fundamental difference in equity and debt assets lends 

support to the non-apportionment rule, and i~ cited along with the 

accrual theory generally. 

This rule is subject to statutory exceptions in a limited 

n'umber of states. For example, the North Carolina General Statutes 

provide: 

"In all cases where rents, rent, charges, annu'ities 
pensions, dividends, or any otper. ,payments of any 
description, are made payab,le at . fixed periods to 
successive owners under aqy instrument ••• , the · 
payment ••• shall be- apportioned among successive, 
owners according to the parts of such periods 
elapsing •••• ,,10 (emphasis add~d) 

The important words in the statute concern the dividends 

" 
being made payable in reference to a "f,ixed period." Though an 

obvious attempt to ascribe to dividend payments the same treatment 



as other income items, i.e. rent, interest, the court. have viewed 

the prov i sions generally as a mere restatement of existing ' law, re-

fusing to move from their position that dividends do not accrue on 

a day to day basis. Zell vs, Safe Deposit and Trust Company of 

Baltimore 11 decided a dividend ap~ortionment problem under Maryland's 

apportionment statute, which concededly changed the common law ' rule , 

and read as follows: 

"All rents, annuities, divid~nds 'and periodical 
payments in the nature of income, payable under 
the provisions of any will, deed, ,or other in-
strument. . shall, like inte rest on money lent, 
be considered as accruing day to day, and shall 
be apportioned in res'pect of time acc ordingly, 
unless otherwise expressly stated by the instrument 
under which they are payable. " 12 (emphasis 
added) 

Refusing to treat the . dividend in question as apportionable, 

the court made extensive review of, common law precedents and similar 

statutes, resting its decision on the fact that the dividends in 

question were not declared at regular intervals, and could not, there-

fore be said to accrue on a day to day basis despite the ' provisions 

of the act. Notwithstanding the language df the act it was held to 

,apply only". .to such dividends as are regu,larly declared at 

miform intervals and have bee n paid for ~ears on that basis",13 

Perhaps the leading case in point is In Re Nirdlinger's 

~tate,14 where the court reached a similar result under an almost 

identical statute, saying: 
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"When it has been shown that a corporation has 
pursued a uniform dividend policy over a period 
of time, making regular and periodic payments · 
so that the time and amount of future dividends 
may be forecast with a strong likelihood of 
accuracy, an ordinary dividend declared in pur
suance of its policy must be apportioned in 
accordance with the legislative mandat e contained 
in section 22 of the Fiduciaries Act. In such 
cases only is it justifiable to treat dividends 
like inter~~t on money lent and consider that they 
were earned on a per diem basis."(citing cases) l~ 

The Uniform Principal ' andIn~ome' Act, subject to ,certai,n 

exceptions to be noted h~reinafter, takes the traditional approach 

with regard to dividends, declaring: 

" all dividends. : shall be deemed income," 16 

The Texas version of the Uniform Act expressly excluded 

dividends f rom general appor~ionment treatme nt,17 and makes ordinary 

dividends conclusively income it ems unless the corporation designates 

them otherwise, with the following language: 

" .all dividends,.. unless the declaring 
corporation designates the s ouroe thereof as 
capital assets of the declaring corporation 
shall be deemed income.,,18 

It is seen, then, from the Texas Trust Act that at times the 

Source of the dividend paymentsC'earned surplu's or capitalization 

accounts) are considered a relevant factor in determining whether or 

not a dividend is subject to apportionment. Scott points out that 

this "source basis" of dividend treatment has been advanced fo~ a 

different rule of apportionment than generally prevails. 19In this 
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respect, it is readily apparent that dividends actually paid come in 

i most instances from income or surplus of the corporation o r~ferrable 

I to some period other than that intervening between declaration date 

and the date of the last payment ; or from an account representing 

something other than earnings. Scott says that an apportionment 
, 

method ismore logical ,on this " source" basis than upon the artificial 

day to day accrual theory, but that its cumbersomeness in oadministra-

tion has been the argument against it~ a~option.20 This ba~is waa 

once used in New Jers ey, but has s ,ince been
o
discarded. 2l 

Though strong equitabl~ arguments ca~ o be advanced for , 

apportionment of dividends generally on some basis, the foregoing 

indicates the unwillingness o ~ the courts to give them tha~ treatment, 

, 
except as reflected in the remainde r of this paper. It should be 

kept in mind that a settlor in generally free to make a different 

provision regarding dividends, 22 and if the prospective trustee has 

any control over the draftinw of ° thetrus~ instrument, substantial 

administrative burdens and disputes can be eased by a clear declaration 

of purpose and directions for disposition. 

NECESSITY FOR APPORTIONMENT 
OF DIVIDENDS 

As noted earlier,23 at times there is a necessity for appor-

tionment of dividends. As in other are as of this topic, there is no 

Univorm treatment in the areas demanding apportionment. The - following 
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(S an overview of when the apportionment is necessary, and it is to 

~ kept in mind that a meticulous examination of the law of the par-

ticular state should be conducted in all situations calling for a 

decision as to apportionment. 

A. DIVIDENDS DECLARED AND PAID AT OR NEAIt THE START OF THE TRUST 

Generally, a ~ividend declared but unpaid on stbck at the 

time the trustee receives it is credited, · when paid, entirely to the 

wrpus of the trust. 24 This rule also !obtains as to rent, interest, 

and annuities, or reversions accrued but uncollected at the time 

d the settlor's death or other event starti~g the trust. 25 Upon 

declaration of a dividend to record shareholders, although not yet 
, , 

~id, a debtor-creditor relationship between the , stockholder and the 
, , 

wrporation is established. 26 ~hus, ,as t~ the declared dividends, as 

~posed to the shares, debt, instead ·of equity assets are held. 27 When 

a shareholder conveys to the trustee, stocks upon which a dividend 

nas been declared, he is conv~ying a chose in action, as enforceab'le 

rents or interest payments due. Though this is not an accrual si-

tuation, the payment is not income and goes to corpus. 

1. Dividends Declared P~ior To Trust Inception: Made Payable 
Thereafter 

To illustrate the operation of the above theories, suppose 

that the settlor of a testamentary trust qwns one thousand shares 

of X corporation. By the terms of his will, the settlor devises the 

shares to a trustee, with a provision for income from the shares to 
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be ~aid to his wife for life, and the re ainder to be paid to his 

son upon the death of settlor's wife. On January 1st, ~hp ' directors 

of X corporation declare a dividend of one dollar per share, to be 

paid to shareholders of record 'as of the declaration date, payable 

out of earned surplus on M~rch 1st . The s,ettlor dies on February 1st 
\ 

and the trustee takes the st,ock. When the dividend is received, it 

is credited in its entirety t~ the corpus, ' in fovor of the'remainder , 
\ . 

beneficiary. (see Appendix A) 

But suppose that under the same facts, X corporation's direc-

tors declare a dividend to be' paid to the ~ecor'd stockholders as , 

of the date of dividend payment, March 1st. ,At the date of the settlor's 

death there is no debtor-cretiitor " relationship . between X' c<!rp~ration 

\ 

and the settlor, as the record own.er is undetermined, and therefor~ 

the underlying rule does not apply. ' In this case, the dividends are 

, 28 Th , d' t t . . t pure 1ncome. 1S secon S1 ua 10n 1S no a common occurrence, as 

the corporate administrative burden wouLP be substantially increased 

by its repeated use, and as the market readily takes declared stock 

dividends into consideration. 

These general examples ' are borne ou~ by provisions of the 

Univorm Principal and Income Act,2 9 which provides: 

"In applying this section the date when a dividend 
accrues to the person who is entitled to it shall . 
be held to be the date specified by the corporation ' 
as the one on which the stockholders entitled thereto 
are determined, or in default thereof the date of 
declaration of the dividend." 
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The Texas adoption of the act achieves the same result with 

similar wording, to wit: 

"In applying this section the person who is 
entitled to a dividend .shall be the tenant 
at the time specified b 'y the corporation as 
the date on which the sto'ckholders /'lntitled 
thereto are determined, or if no such time 
is specifie~ then the tenant at the.date of 
declaration of the dividend, shall be entitled 
thereto." 30 , . 

Note that these statutes are. general in nature, ' in that they , 

.extend not only to the situation of a trust~e receiving shares with 

declared dividends, but also are determinative ~f divid~nd treatment 

when one of a series of successive beneficial interests terminates, ' 

or when the remainderman reeei ves the proceeds. 3,lThe Restatement 

adopts an, appportiolll1'ent rule, to accrued income ' in general;3'2 in 

regard to sucessive interests, but as regards dividends, different 

treatment is give~ and in accord with the general rule, it is provided 

therein that: 

" •• if shares of stock of a corporation are 
. heid in trust to pay the income to a beneficiary 
for a designated period and thereafter to pay the 
principal to another beneficiary. ' . dividends . 

. if payable to shareholders of record on a 
designated date which ~s within the 'period; or:, 

' if no such date is designated; if declared at a 
date within the period.,,33 . 

These rules may be altered by provision in the trust instru

ment, 34except insof.ar as they violate ari ' accumulation sta~ute ' by 

freez.i ·ng assets too long. This is ' another area where a ·prudent 
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trustee, if the opportunity presents itself, can avoid administrative 

~roblems. This is not a cure all, however, because a stock'split? 

Jor example, is not effected by a clause making all dividends income . 35 

2. Dividend Declared Prior to Trust-No Payment Date Stated 

Occasionally, a corporation declares a dividend witho'ut 

\ 

~aking any provision for payment to record shareholders of any par-

~cular date. If the action by the co~poration declaring the dividend , 

~ prior to the date of the trust, and \ the trustee receives the 

roperty before the corporation acts to determine the date upon 

\hich record ownership is determinative of who receives the payment, 

Ul the dividend is credited to corpus. 36 This rule prevailed at . , 

iommon law. In Lock vs. Venabl'es, 37 .. the testatrix had provided for 

life beneficiaries as to income, char·g.ing a .specified number of shares 

~ the life tennants benefit. During the testatrix's life, a dividend 

~ declared payable " . on or after the lOth day of June then next." 

~e testatrix died before the paym~nt, and hhe English court, on argu-

~nt that the dividend was separated from the stock when declared, and 

~erefore passed to the estate instead of to the income beneficiaries, 

~d the dividend attributable to corpus in its entirety. As was 

.. 
Ilnted out above, the courts have not generally looked to the "source" 

f the dividend in relation to when funds were earned to determine 

~portionment,38 but in this case it seemed to be important to the 

~rt that the money was earned by the corporation prior to the 
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testatrix's death. 

This s i l· uation is specif i cally covered by statute 'n New 

Jersey, where it is provided: 

"If a dividend. .is declared by a corporation. 
and such corporation designates no record date on 
or as of which the stockholders of such corporation 
entitled to ,such dividend are to be , determined, such 
dividend shall be income to the person who is tenant 
on the date such dividend is declare d. ,,40 

The above statute specificall~ retains the common law rule, , 

and the Uniform Principal .and Income Act and the Texas provisions 

cited and . quoted in the foregoing section are of the same tenor. 

(See Appendix A) 

B. DIVIDENDS DECLARED DURING THE PERIOD OF T~E TRUST 

Ordinarily dividends QO not require apportionment, as has 

[been pointed out, but after the trustee ha's received the property 

Imd has solved the problems relating to the start of administration 

situations may arise where the question is presented. Illustrati~ns 

follow, indicating that the situation arises ordinarily at the end 

of the life tenancy, or at the end of one qf a number of successive 

life interests. 

1. No Date Specified For Determination of Record Shareholders 

Suppose that a trust is being administered providing for an 

income life beneficiary, with the wrpus to b~ paid over at the 

'death of the life tenant. X corporation, whose common shares form 

the trust res, declares a dividend on January 1st, without s .tating 
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a date upon which record owner s are to be determined. The income 

beneficiary dies on February 1st, and March 1st the dividend is . paid. 

In such ,case, the life tennant's estate is entitled to the dividend 

as income. 41 This follows the gen~ral 'theory as developed in prior 

sections, and a reading of previously cited statutes shows that 

the rule obtains generally under the statutes. (see Appendix A) 

2 . ' Dividends 
of Record 

Declared Prior to Trust Creation to Shareholders , , 

on a Date Prio~ to ' Trust, Payable After Creation 
, , , 

Under statutes 4 2and case la~,4.3 a , dividend declared prior 

to the trust, to be paid to record staockholders of a date prior ' 
. " . " 

to the trust, is credited to corpus regardless of the fact that it 

is received after the trusb. This i~ an extens~on of the general 

theory and no except,ions are , readily appareni;. (See Appendix A) 

3. Divide nds Declared During the Trust Period-Payable to 
Shareholders of Record on a Date Prior to Termination 
of the Trust 

, ' 

In accordance with the rule cited in Section 1 above, a~ivi-
./ .... 

dend is income when declared prior to trust termination, but payable 

thereafter. The estate of the life beneficiary, or the prior beneficiary 

if successive life interests are provided fo:, is the proper recipient 
" 

of the income. 44 (See Appendix A) 

4. Dividends Declared During the Trust Period-To Shareholders 
of Record Date after Termination 

Again, the general rule applies. ' If on January 1st a 'dividend 

is declared during the trust period, to record owners as of March 1st, 
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and the life tenant dies on February 1st, the payment is corpus, 

and not inrome. 45 (See Appendix A) 

The law in the areas described above is at present relatively 

the same, primarily because of ~tatutory enactments in the field. 46It 

should be kept in mind that if a settlor wishes a different disposi

tion most statutes ~pplicable,47 and the R~statement,48 are crouched 

in language allo~ing a differ~nt disposition by the terms ~f the , . ' 
trust instrument. In a later sectior, 49 the qte st ion of 'how much 

lattitude is allowable will be cQnsidered. 

C. NECESSITY FOR APPORTIONMENT BECAUSE OF THE TYPE OF DIVIDEND 

In the foregoing sections, the assumpti.on has been that the 

. , 

dividends payable have been what the la,w terms "ordinary" dividends. 

"Ordinary" dividends are to be contraste~ with "extra ordinary" 

dividends, and both are distinguishable from such corporate adjust-

ments and distributions as splits, warrants, rights, and liquid~ting 

dividends. 

1. Ordinary Dividends 

Dividends received in the course of trust administarion are 

ordinarily non-apportionable, if they are "ordinary." 50 Just what 

constitutes an ordinary dividend is not clear, and in as much as 

the q u e stion usually arises after the fact, this is a highly perilous 

area for the fiduciary, though legislatures do not hesitate to draft 

in terms of "ordinary" and "extraordinary" dividends. 
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The Restatement, with.out attempting an all-enc.ompassing 

definiti.on, takes the p.ositi.on that whether dividends are "-ordinary" . -
in the legal· sense deperxls.on the "circumstances .of the case." 51 

Circumstances said t.o be relevant are: I 

an 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

whether similar dividends have been de
clared with regularity in the past; 
whetrer ' such dividends are regularly paid 
.out ·.of current earnings; , . 
the frequency with whic, sU9h dividends are ' 
declared; ; 
the size .of the dividend in relati.on t.o the 
market value' .of the share~ at· the time .of 
the creati.on .of the 'trust; 
the designati.on"if any, placed up,on it by 
the direct.ors .of the c.orp.orati.on'; 
the s.ource .of earninjts fr.om · which the dis
tributi.on is made." 5':· . 

, 
There is little c.omment in the cases as 't.o the ,make up .of 

I 

.ordinary dividend~, 53 The leadin~ case~ discuss and cite the 

Restatement criteria 54 in part. S.ome.of the criteria in the Re-

statement are n.ot f.ound in the c~ses, but the cases d.o suggest that 

the s.ource, size, and regula~ity'.of ·the dl.vidends is imp.ortant. 

As the cases generally refer to the Restatement, this might suggest 

the Restatement has .overstepped ~s m~ssi.on and f.ormulated, rather 

than reflected, the law. 

Notwithstanding the criteria, great ' care must .be taken bef.ore 

a decisi.on is made t.o the nature .of the dividend. F.or example, in 

Matter .of P.ostley,55 the trustee held shares that had received 

regular quarterly dividends .of $2.50 per share. These dividends 

were referred t.o by the c.orp.orati.on as "quarterly" dividends. In 
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addition, for part of the disputed period, a payment ranging from 

, . 
$2.50 to $5.50 per share was p a id along with the "quarterly" divi-

dend. These were termed "extras" by th'e corporation. At a time 

\ 

when "extras" were not paid along with the "quarterly" dividend, the 

corporation paid what 'it denominated "specials" in the amount of . , , , ' 

$15.00 per share. Though it was undisputed that the dividends were , ' 

paid in part from surplus accumulat~d pr,ior to the creation of the 

trust, all payments were declared "ordinary" and thus non-apport ion-

able. 

This case truly suggeses that the nature of the payment 

is determined on an ad hoc, basis,. so a trustee,acts at his peril 

I unless there is a case squarely in poi~t in the jurisdiction 1n 

which he acts. The problem is s~mplified where a st'atute is appli':' 

cable, and to an extent, the older disti nctions have lost t ',heir 

importance. The Texas Trust Act, for example, fails to recognize 

i , 
the distinction with the fo'llo wing wording: 

" .all dividends .including ordinary and 
extraordinary cash dividends •. ~shall be deemed 
income." 56 

The Uniform Principal and Inco~e Act has the same wording. 57 

Where su~h provisions are in effect, the burden of administration 

is considerably eased, and the problems presented in the next 

section, for the most part, are n,ot presented. 
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2. Extraordinary Dividends 

As to extraordinary dividends, either cash or stock, appor-

tionment is handled in several ways, depending upon what view' a 

state takes.58Some states div;ide the payment ' between income and 
" 

principal, while others credit ·the rec.eipt either to income or to 

principal. 59 To further confuse the issue, there are essentially 
\ 

" 
three different kinds of extraordinar~ dividends which w,~ll be 

considered in the next sections. However, a statement on methods , , 

of apportionment is included before cons~deration of the different 

,di vidends. 

Though adopted or rejected by statute in many jurisdictions, 

the major methods of apportionment can be classed as the Pennsylvania , 
rule, the Massachll;settes rl,lle, or -some combi~ation of the' tw~. 60 

Under the Massachuettes rule, cash div1dends are treated as income, 

and stock dividends are treated as principal. 6l This is the view 

adopted by the Texas Trust Ac~with the following language: 

"Al'l dividends on shares of a corporation. • " 
forming a part of the principal which are pay
able in its own shares shall be deemed principal 

• all dividends payable otherwise. in- -
cluding ordinary and extraordinary cash ••• 
shall be deemed incobie." 62 

This retains the view of the Uniform Principal and Income 

Act,63 and is in accord with the present Restatement. 64 There has 

been a shift of authority in recent ye~rs,65 and the Texas , ~ew 

prevails. However, at the time of the original Restatement, the 
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Pennsylvania rule obtained as to a majority of the ' jurisdictions, 

requiring apportionment of extraordinary cash or stock dividends. 

Under the Pennsylvania rule," ..•• such dividends are treated 

as income insofar as they dri, not impair the intact value of the trust."67 
I 

In simpler terms, this means that if the earnings from wh~ch the 

dividend is declared accrued prior to the trust, it is treated as 
" 

, , 1 68 G ' t tl if the ' . . f h' h. th d' 'd d pr~nc~pa. , oncom~ an y, earn~ngs rom w ~c .. e ~ v~ en 

I . . 69 
is paid accrued after the trust, .'l.t is considered income. . As pointed 

out earlier,70 any method of reference to underlying source of funds 

is difficult to manage, and is cited to 'be~ 'reason the .rule has 

fallen into disfavor gnerally. 

I . " • 

To illustrate the, Pennsylvan~a ru·le~ suppose tJ;tat a trustee 

receives as assets on January l,st, at the · start of the trust , l,OOO 

shares of X corporation. On February 1st, X corporation declares 

·an extraordinary dividend of $4.00 per share for each outstanding 

share. The trustee must/ now dete.rmin,; when the earnings accr.ued 

to the corporation out of which the $4.00 will be paid. If a 

determination is made that the surplus' accrued prior to January 1st, 

the payment is corpus; if ~ccrued there~fter, it is income. 

In Rhode Island; a combination of the two rules is followed,7 l 

making extraordinary cash dividends apportionable and stock dividends 

corpus. It should be noted that the ~above examples do not,exhaust 

the possible treatments. In New York, and Kentucky, other variations' 
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exist. 72 Suffice it so say t hat the relative merits of the rules 

have received voluminous criticis.m and discusslon,73, which ill beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

3. Dividends of Prope,rty 

Occassionslly, a corporation declares dividends 'payable in 

property. In this case, the rules applicable to extraordinary 

cash dividends 'are used. 74 .. Wherefs a stock dividend merely main-
, \ 

tains the proportionate interest of a stockholder, when the dis-

tribution is in the form of pnoperty, it is like a distribution of 

cash. 7 5 

In accordance with rules relating to extraordinary dividends 

generally, the dividend is' apportioned in jUTisdictions' following 
" 

the Pennsylvania ~ule~6and the same rule a'pplies in England. 77The 

Massachusettes rule jurisdictions allot the dividend wholly to 

income. 78 Though some of the cases concern the apportionment of 
" ' 

property manufactured by ,tte ' corporati-on, the usual situation is 

the declaration of a dividend in the form of securitiesof another 

corporation . The Revised Uniform Principal and Income Act specifi-

cally provides for this comman occurrence with the following language: 

" .all corporate distributions are income, including 
.distributions of ••. shares or securities or ob

ligations of corporations other than the distributing 
corporation'7~nd the proceed& of the ••. property dis
tr'ibutions. " 

Texas accords the same treatment (also followed in the original 
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Uniform Principal and Income Act)80with the following statutory pro-

vision: 

" •. all dividends payable otherwise than in 
shares of the corporation, company or assoo iation 
itself, including .. · .dividends payable in shares 
or other securities o'r oblig ations of corporations 
other than the declaring corpor?tion, unless the 
declaring corporation desig nates the source thereof 
as capital, assets of the d~cl~ring corporation shall 
be deemed income." 81 

.' I 
. In accordance with the rule embodied in the Texas statute, 

if the distribution comes from capital; the entire amount is credited 

to corpus, even under the Massachuettes · rule. 82 

A somewhat hyb'rid situation arises when a corporation, under 

order of a regulatory c;'llllPission, is orde'red to disposf'l of shares it 

holds · in another ' firm. Ih at l,east "one instance, such an order has 

caused legislative action in'a number of states because of the size 

of the distribution. The problem arose when the du Pont company was 
. 

ordered to dispose of it.» holdings in ... General Motors. Colorado I s 

legislature, with the specific block of stock in mind, amended that 
, 

state I s version of the Uniform Principal· and Income Act as follows: 

"Any distribution oi. shares or ot.her securities 
or obligations of a corporation other than the 
distributing corporation, or the proceeds of sale 
or other disposition thereof, made as a result of 
a court decree or final administrative order by a 
government agency ordering the distribution corpo-
ration to divest. . shall be deemed principal un'less 
the distributing corporation designates that the" 
distribution is wholly or partly in lieu of an 
ordinary cash dividend in which case the distri
bution to the extent that it is in lieu of the 
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ordinary cash dividend shall be ' deemed income.,,83 

At least nine other states have responded legislatively to 

the problem of forced distributions. 84 Absent a statute, such 

distributions J-are been held :,in some cases to amount to a partial 

liquidation and allocable to principal,8S This is not true of 

every such case, . as in Old Colony Trust Company vs ~ Aymar,86where 

the Securities , Exchange Commission hAd ordered Standarct Oil of New 

r 

Jersey to dispose of its stock i~ Cons lidated Natural Gas ~ompany; 

The court found there ' that, no impairment of capital resulted, and 

treated the distribution 80S income. The dOl!-bt as to the proper 

treatment under the Uniform act has prompt~d the statutory response. 87 

The Revised Uniform Prihcipal and Income ~c~ treats the distribution , 
as pr,,incipal in this case. 88 

CONCLUSION 

As the foregoing sections illustrate, the field of dividend 

administration is highlyi complex; As.. the problem arises frequently 

the trustee should have little trouble resolving the question if he 
, 

is dilligent and thorough, for there is no end to the cases dealing 

with the subject. 

It should be remembered that this area is plagued by the 

competing interests to be served, perhaps more than other areas 

of administration. The general tone 'of the cases suggest, that the 

dissatisfied beneficiary will not hesitate to have his estate de-

clared the recip~ent of the payment s. The peril to the truste'e 
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lies in the fact that the courts have at times substituted legalisms 

for logic, penalizing the unwarry and creating mass cpnfusion in the 

~w. 

JACK MARTIN 
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APPEND IX A 

RELATIONSHIP D. DECLARATION DATE TO DATE D. PAYMENT 

In each. instance, assume' that the dste of· declaration of the dividend by the corporation 
is January 1st, that the data the trustee assumes cobrol of the assets i ,s february 1st, 
and that the data of dividend payment is illarch 1 st. ' 

SITUATION 

1. If declared in favor of record o.,ne1'.s 
as of the data of the declaration--

2. If declared in favor of record o.,nere 
as of the data of payment--

3. 'If no deta is designetad for the de
terminetion of record o.,ners--

4. If received during the course of ed
ministration--no dete designeted es to 
determinetion of record o.,ners--

5. If declered prior to trust date, payable 
. to record o.,ners of e dete after the 
trust comes into being, even t~ough 
received during the ectuel course, of 
administration--

6. If declered during the course of ed
ministretion but payable to record shere
holdere · es of a dete after the termination 
of the life benef1c1er1es' intersst--

7. If declared dur 1ng the course of, ed-· 
ministret10n, to etockholders of record 
as of a dete eubsequent to the term1net10n 
of the truet--

DIVIDEND TREATflENT 

Corpus 

Income 

Corpus 

Income , 

Corpue 

Income 

. Corpus 
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